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Bickerton (2009, 2014) hypothesizes that language emerged as the solution to a scavenging problem faced by
proto-humans.We design a virtual world to explore how people use words to persuade others to work together
for a common end. By gradually reducing the vocabularies that the participants can use, we trace the process of
solving the hominin scavenging problem. Our experiment changes the way we think about social dilemmas. In-
stead of asking how does a group overcome the self-interest of its constituents, the question becomes, how do
constituents persuade one another to work together for a common end that yields a common benefit?
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1. Language and the origins of cooperation

Bickerton (2009) makes the bold claim that “without understanding
how language evolved, we can never hope to explain or understand our-
selves” (p. 12). Language, he argues, is fundamental to the story of human
evolution. Not only is language the product of an evolved, human-like
mind, it is a key ingredient in the recipe for one. Without the cooperative
outcomes made possible through language, wewould lack access to high
calorie meat necessary for larger, more complex brains. Language is nec-
essary to coordinate behavioral solutions to complex problems. Yet it is
the potential benefit of solving those cooperation problems that comprise
the evolutionary demand to evolve more complex brains. Understanding
how humans made language is thus fundamental to understanding our
ownevolution, i.e., how languagemadeus human.1 And so, to understand

the genesis of language, we must consider the environmental realities
faced by Pleistocene hominins, two million years ago, on the savannahs
of East Africa. From that context, we can rationally reconstruct the cause
for the genesis of language, which Bickerton hypothesizes was the de-
mand of a new ecological niche.
The “power scavenging” niche, as Bickerton (2009, 2014) terms it,

was one in which hominins quickly located carcasses of dead animals
and scavengedmeat from themwith the help of other band members.2

This was not an open niche. To access these calorie-rich carcasses,
hominins had to fend off large fanged-and-clawed predators. In other
words, to develop this niche as a reliable source of food, non-kin
hominins had to work together for the common purposes of defending
the carcass and consuming the spoils at their catchment site
(Domínguez-Rodrigo and Pickering, 2003). Non-kin hominins also had
to convince othermembers of their band that this was a worthwhile ac-
tivity. Recruitment and working together for a common purpose were
thus the fundamental problems language had to solve for humans to oc-
cupy the power scavenging niche.
Languagewouldbe central to constructing such a scavengingniche. Ex-

cept for ants and bees, all other animal communication systems are bound
to the here and now.3 To power scavenge from a known carcass beyond
the hill, hominins needed away to communicate about objects and events
that are spatiotemporally distant from the perceivable present. Language
solves this fundamental problem of displacement in communication.
Bickerton's hypothesis is but one of several hypotheses that in all

likelihood worked in concert to form a positive feedback loop that sup-
ported the development of a new niche (Pinker, 2010). Other proposals
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include direct reciprocity to coordinate among individuals and defend
against exploitation by free riders (Tooby, Cosmides, and Price, 2006),
indirect reciprocity tomaintain a reputation asworthy of future cooper-
ation (Panchanathan and Boyd, 2004; Nowak and Sigmund, 2005), the
accrual of collective knowledge about tools, habitat, and so forth
(Boyd, Richerson, and Henrich, 2010; Barrett, Cosmides, and Tooby,
2007), group-on-group aggression and defense (Tooby and Cosmides,
2010), and cooking (Wrangham, 2009). Our project is not to compare
these different accounts, but to explore what people do in a laboratory
experiment motivated by Bickerton's unorthodox hypothesis.
The purpose of our experiment is to observe the persuasive work

that words do as part of the process of solving a hominin scavenging
problem, and our focus will be on coordination/mutualism as opposed
to symbiosis (Thomas, DeScioli, Haque, and Pinker, 2014). We design
a virtual world in which the inhabitant population cannot sustain itself
without scavenging for meat. As part of the experiment, we gradually
vary and restrict the vocabularies available to our flesh and blood partic-
ipants as theymake decisions for real salient payoffs.We beginwith the
unbounded set of natural language and concludewith a vocabulary that
consists of 11 non-word symbols. In between, we take a bounded set of
26words and 11 non-word symbols and, systematically over the course
of threemore treatment conditions, drop amere 10words until the par-
ticipants fail to solve the scavenging problem.With each successive vo-
cabulary the participants progressively lose their ability to directly
communicate features of the problem beyond the here and now. We
leave it to our participants to discover the collective scavengingproblem
for themselves. In doing so, we can observe the process bywhich partic-
ipants themselves use language to (1) establish a common end with
other people, (2) form groups to solve the problem of achieving the
common end, and (3) maintain the group in face of ongoing competing
interests and desires.
Vesterlund (2012) updates Ledyard's (1995) initial survey of the vo-

luminous literature on public goods experiments with references to
studies that endogenize group formation and test conditions, including
free form communication, that support higher contributions. Our inqui-
ry is not intowhether and bywhat degree communication improves co-
operation, but into how people use words to persuade each other to
solve a cooperation problem. To do so, our experiment implements
the very problem that Bickerton hypothesizes required a means for
humans to solve cooperative problems, to wit, language. By controlling
which words the participants can use, we trace the conceptual work
that language does initiating and sustaining profitable cooperation.
We also observe what our participants do and do not do when they
fail to solve the scavenging problem.

2. Experimental design and procedures

Our project is unrepentantly descriptive. Rather than testing formal
hypotheses for a set of treatment conditions specified in advance, we
develop some facts with a series of successive treatment conditions

that illuminate the process by which language solves a cooperative
problem. Whereas many experiments are nomothetic, i.e., designed to
test theoretical or empirical “propositions” about theworld, ours is heu-
ristic or exploratory in nature (Smith 1982).We are probing a newa line
of inquiry with an untested experimental platform. “Science,” Smith
(1982) explains, “needs the wings of heuristic experiments as much as
the foundational support of nomothetic experiments. It is through ex-
ploratory probes of new phenomena that attention may be redirected,
old belief systems may be reexamined, and new scientific questions
may be asked” (p. 942). Our project is also unabashedly artificial.
Sincewe cannot recreate the physical conditions underwhich protolan-
guage emerged, we use a computer laboratory to generate replicable
conditions for scavenging. [The athletic director denied our request to
use the stadium, saying something about themess of recreating the Col-
osseum with lions, tigers, and jaguars.] Finally, given the nature of our
data, the presentation of the results is unexpectedly ethnographic. As
we shall see, most sessions fail to even come close to solving the scav-
enging problem, but one session per treatment is rather successful.
We thus present our results as a systematic description of individual so-
cieties, garnered through observation and experimentation. This is
largely accomplished by reporting what our participants say and do.
Words, even unmeasured ones, are data too.

2.1. Environment and institution

Each participant in the experiment controls a colored avatar to tra-
verse the experimental world and interact with other participants' ava-
tars. The world is divided into two regions: the western 1/3 is designed
as a gathering area, and the eastern 2/3 is designed for power scaveng-
ing. Appendix A displays a physicalmap of the entireworld. Participants
can only view a limited area centered about their avatar. The colored
rectangles in thewest indicate the limitedworld view of the participant
(see Fig. A1). Avatars move by left clicking on a spot within their field of
vision. Participants can track their position in the expansive world by
using a mini-map, located in the top-left portion of the interface.
Each experimental session includes 9 participants and consists of 27

periods, each lasting two minutes and 45 s. We subdivide each period
into a day (2 min) and night (45 s). Participants earn cash based upon
how “healthy” they are. At the beginning of each session each avatar is
endowed with 50 units of “health.” After every passing second, their
current health score is converted into cash at a rate of 1/10 of a US
cent per health point. The interface displays their current rate of earning
in terms of cents per minute. Every second, the participants lose 0.056
points of health, which is explained to the participants as “metabolism.”
An avatar's health can neither fall below zero nor rise above 100 points.
The participants' task during the day is to replenish their health by
collecting resources distributed throughout the virtual terrarium.
The instructions explain how to accumulate health by locating and

gathering berries and bonemarrow (see the Appendix B for the instruc-
tions). Participants can collect berries and marrow by right clicking

Fig. 1. Screenshots of an avatar gathering berries and marrow.
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